
7 Nights | Winter in the Mediterranean | Windstar Cruises
Rome - Livorno - Nice - Marseille - Barcelona

From $2,899 Typically $3,999 pp twin share

7 Nights onboard the beautiful Windstar Cruises 'Star Legend'

All Inclusive Meals, Drinks, WiFi and MORE!

Discover the Mediterranean in Winter

FREE Suite Upgrade AND No Single Supplement on this Deal!



Description

-THIS DEAL IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE/SOLD OUT-
***No Single Supplement on this Windstar Cruises Deal***

-Free Suite Upgrade Subject to Availability-

Excluding departures on December 23, 24, 30 and 31, 2023

No Single Supplement Based on the Star Porthole Suite Only

Single Supplement Offer Excludes Deluxe, Classic and Owners Suite

Please note that the following dates operate in Reverse from Barcelona to Rome:

17th and 31st December, 14th, 28th January, 11th and 25th February, 3rd and 24th March.

 

While the allure of summer in the Mediterranean is undeniable, the quieter, more intimate charm of the upcoming winter
months beckons.

Windstar Cruises offers you the opportunity to discover iconic ports like Barcelona, Nice, Livorno
(Florence/Pisa), and Rome in an entirely different light onboard the all-suite Star Legend.  Our overnight
stays in Barcelona, Rome, and Nice allow you to enjoy the cultural treasures, gourmet delights, and
captivating history with an intimate ambiance that's simply unparalleled. 

Visit museums and famous landmarks without the summer crowds and find more available seating at
restaurants and tapas bars. Experience Christmas in Rome or the fireworks spectacle for New Year’s in
Barcelona. Shop bustling Christmas markets in the shadow of Gothic cathedrals and glide through the
season’s magic with visits to ice skating rinks in Barcelona and Rome.

Read our latest Blogs about travelling through Europe at 'Wake Up Here'

Experience new winter traditions like the celebration of Three Kings Day and the folklore of Le Befana. 
Witness breathtaking seasonal light shows like the one on the exterior of Sagrada Familia or on the
Ponte Vecchio bridge in Florence, see Rome at its holiday best with Christmas trees at St. Peter’s Square,
the Colosseum and Spanish Steps, and breathe in the enchanting fragrance of roasting chestnuts on the
vibrant streets of Barcelona. 

Spend a romantic evening onboard Valentine’s Day as you sail away in Nice. Celebrate with Carnevale
street festivals in February and March. With Windstar Cruises, we are redefining the concept of winter
travel in Europe, making it a season of discovery and enchantment that is 180 degrees from ordinary.

Join us on this exceptional journey to experience the Mediterranean's winter wonders. It's time to
embark on a voyage like no other, where the magic of the Mediterranean comes alive in its more

http://www.wakeuphere.com.au


intimate splendor.   Ask about options for embarking early and staying additional days in Barcelona and
Rome.  



Itinerary

Day 1

Rome

Welcome to Rome! Today you will board the Star Legend and become familiar with its facilities and services.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 2

Rome

In this enchanting city the past and present intersect in perfect harmony. Casually intermingled among ancient ruins and majestic
cathedrals are the trappings of a modern metropolis: Skyscrapers,cafes, boutiques selling designer footwear. But of course what you seek
first in the heart of Rome is its breathtaking history.  A good place to begin is the Vatican, with its Sistine Chapel and St. Peter’s Basilica.
Works by Bernini, Michelangelo, Caravaggio, and Raphael are just a few of those on display, any one of which is worth hours of
contemplation. Then the ancient ruins—Colosseum, Forum, Circus Maximus. And of course the Trevi Fountain for the obligatory coins
promising your return to the Eternal City.

The ship will depart at 6PM.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 3

 Livorno

The ship will arrive at 8AM

Known for its amazing seafood, modern harbor, Renaissance-era architecture and lovely Tuscany countryside, Livorno is the gateway to
both Florence and Pisa, not to mention the numerous wineries full of delicious wines to tempt your palate. Stroll the waterside promenade
or take a canal ride in the Venezia Nuova quarter.

The ship will depart at 7PM.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 4

 Nice

The ship will arrive at 8AM.

With its flower-lined streets, flourishing markets, and interesting museums (the Musée Chagall and Musée Matisse are highlights), Nice is
a charming introduction to the spirit of the Riviera. Pull up a chaise bleu on the wide sunny Promenade des Anglais and watch the world
sail by. Or stop for bouillabaisse, a specialty of the area, in a local restaurant. 

The ship will remain here overnight.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend



Day 5

 Nice

Continue to explore beautiful Nice today.

The ship will depart at 7PM.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 6

 Marseille

The ship will arrive at 8AM.

France’s oldest city was named the 2013 European Capital of Culture by the European Union. Head in to the old heart of the city for a
bowl of the city’s signature bouillabaisse, or drive into the Provençal countryside for a look at the timeless landscapes that inspired
Cézanne and other greats.

The ship will depart at 5PM.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 7

 Barcelona

The ship will arrive at 10AM.

The old meets the new in this sunny Catalan metropolis, where narrow alleyways contrast with grand boulevards, trendy cuisine meets
homemade tapas, and everywhere you’re greeted by the warm, welcoming smiles of the fashionable locals. Don’t miss UNESCO sites like
the mind-boggling architecture of Antoni Gaudí or La Sagrada Familia Cathedral, with its eight decorative spires soaring hundreds of feet
into the sky.

The ship will remain here overnight.

Meals: All Inclusive Onboard

Accommodation: Star Legend

Day 8

Barcelona

Today your cruise with Windstar comes to an end. Disembark and make your way to the airport for your flight home or onward journey.

Meals: Breakfast



Inclusions & Exclusions

Inclusions
7 Nights on board your Windstar Cruise
Enjoy an all-inclusive voyage with unlimited beer, wine, and cocktails, Wi-Fi and gratuities

About your ship: Star Legend is large enough to pamper and entertain you, yet small enough to tuck into delightful tiny harbors and
hidden coves that others can’t reach.

This all-suite yacht completed renovation as part of the  $250 Million Star Plus Initiative  to provide more of what our guests love. New
public areas, including two new dining venues, a new spa, elevated pool, and fitness area. The yacht also boasts all new bathrooms in every
suite and a new category of Star suites, featuring a new layout. With ocean views and at least 277 square feet of suite comfort, Star
Legend is the perfect yacht for cruising the Dardanelles and into scenic fjords from the serenity of your suite.

Carrying only 312 guests, Star Legend still tucks into small ports like Sinop and Honfleur or narrow waterways like the Corinth Canal. We
can’t wait to welcome you on board for your next 180 degrees from ordinary adventure!

About your suite: Star Porthole Suite. These rooms represent a nod to the sailing tradition of porthole windows. And while sailors might
have had cramped quarters, your 277-square-foot stateroom is wonderfully spacious and furnished with all the modern amenities and
comforts of home.

Exclusions
International Flights
Visas
Anything not mentioned in the itinerary 
Personal expenses 
Travel Insurance

Flights: Please do not hesitate to ask our friendly Customer Service team for a quote on international airfares.

Group Size: Up to 312 guests on board.

Solo Supplement: There is NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT on this Deal!

Activities/Extras: Windstar includes some complimentary activities and use of water equipment. If you would like to book optional
excursions, please speak with our Customer Service team who can assist with booking these in for you.

Extending your stay: If you would like to arrive and/or stay on in Europe, please speak with our Customer Service team who can
personalise your own program.

Travel Insurance: We recommend Covermore travel insurance. To quote and book, please click HERE.

Travelling on your own? Why not join the Traveldream Solo Travellers Facebook group where you can interact with other travellers.

https://secure.covermore.com.au/agent/home.aspx?AlphaCode=AAV1865
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2175365989422128
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